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A Bi-monthly newsletter to update you with the latest
chemical industry happenings in Asia.

Coronavirus poses risks to fragile recovery in global economy – IMFCoronavirus poses risks to fragile recovery in global economy – IMF
The coronavirus epidemic has already disrupted economic growth in China and a further
spread to other countries could derail a “highly fragile” projected recovery in the global

economy in 2020, the International Monetary Fund warned. It said the recovery would be
shallow and could be derailed by a re-escalation of trade tensions or further spread of the
disease, which had already disrupted production in China and could affect other countries

through tourism, supply chain linkages and commodity prices.
Read moreRead more

Manufacturers entangled inManufacturers entangled in
logistical nightmare as virus-hitlogistical nightmare as virus-hit
China limps back to workChina limps back to work
The Chinese manufacturing engine that
powers much of the world economy is
struggling to restart after an extended
Lunar New Year break, hindered by travel
and quarantine restrictions imposed to
curb the coronavirus epidemic and still in
place in many parts of the country. The
shortage of workers at Chinese ports has
resulted in fewer calls from container
shipping lines, a situation likely to result in
months of delivery delays, while some air
cargo firms such as Lufthansa have
reduced services in response to crew
health concerns and uncertain demand.

Indonesia launches lead paintIndonesia launches lead paint
elimination projectelimination project
Indonesia has launched a project aimed
at eliminating lead in paint, by helping
smaller companies to reformulate
products and address the technical
barriers they face in replacing lead with
safer alternatives. The project will focus on
raising awareness, sharing information
and supporting policy development.
There is currently no mandatory national
standard for lead in paint in Indonesia,
but there are various voluntary ones.

The proposed India-US trade dealThe proposed India-US trade deal
seems to hang in the balanceseems to hang in the balance
President Donald Trump said the United
States and India were working on a major
trade deal, but he was not sure if it would
be completed before the U.S. presidential
election in November. As Trump heads to
India on his first official trip, negotiators
have been trying for weeks to put
together a limited accord giving the U.S.
greater access to India’s dairy and
poultry markets and lowering tariffs on
other products.

 

India clears accord on intellectualIndia clears accord on intellectual
property rights with U.Sproperty rights with U.S.
India’s cabinet on Wednesday approved
a plan to sign an initial pact on
intellectual property rights with the United
States, a government minister said, days
ahead of a visit by U.S. President Donald
Trump.
The United States has long urged India to
strengthen protection for intellectual
property and that has been a cause of
friction on top of trade disputes between
the two countries.

 Mitsubishi to build production plant forMitsubishi to build production plant for
hydrogen peroxide in Taiwanhydrogen peroxide in Taiwan
Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Co., Inc. decided to
build a production facility for industrial
hydrogen peroxide (IHP) at its Taiwanese
subsidiary in order to further develop the
company’s business for super-pure hydrogen
peroxide (SPHP) used in semiconductor
production processes. The new plant will
produce 40,000 metric tons per year (MT/year)
of 100% hydrogen peroxide and is expected
to begin production in January 2023.

Hemp-Based spirits: AustralianHemp-Based spirits: Australian
Craft distillery launches GinCraft distillery launches Gin
and Vodka productsand Vodka products
Australian craft distilling company
Natural Distilling Co has chosen to
use hemp as the main ingredient for
its first two product launches, as it
intensifies efforts in using local,
natural and sustainable super-food
ingredients to innovate in the craft
spirits space.

ASIA CHEMICAL EVENTSASIA CHEMICAL EVENTS
11. . 9th Asian Petrochemical Markets Summit 12th March-13th March 2020 Singapore
22. . 7th World Elastomer Summit 25th March -26th March 2020, Lyon, France
33. . 12th GPCA Supply Chain Conference- 13th April-15th April 2020, Dubai
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